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"The Measly Middle Ages" portrays life as it really was in the days when knights were bold and the

peasants were revolting.
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As I've said in other reviews, I really get a kick out of these. If you can find the videoed they are a

great classroom tool! Many kids may not get the humor. The ones that do are always my new

favorites. :)

I can only imagine how hard my teachers in school must have worked to make a subject as rising as

this more boring than watching paint dry

Fabulous!!!

this is a good little read for kkids wanting to learn in a fun way or adults looking for a bit of grisly

humour, horrible histories somehow widens your knowledge a great deal whilee making you think

your just reaading a book, unlike dull boring history books this one is fun filled and not for the

squeamish



I love this book I had a history progect on the middle ages and this book helped me so much and I

really have a better under standing on the Middle Ages

I liked the cool cartoons and how they took some things a bit literally which made the book really

funny.

Terry Deary certainly has a knack for making history interesting to children. We have enjoyed all the

books available for download. I wish the entire series was offered.

I filleted it for use as test prep for our state reading tests. It was better than the tripe that they put

into the standard reading tests, and it was better than the history textbook, but that still doesn't

make it great shakes...
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